
Antitrust NoticeAntitrust Notice

The Casualty Actuarial Society is committed to adhering strictlyThe Casualty Actuarial Society is committed to adhering strictly
to the letter and spirit of the antitrust laws.  Seminars conducto the letter and spirit of the antitrust laws.  Seminars conducted ted 
under the auspices of the CAS are designed solely to provide a under the auspices of the CAS are designed solely to provide a 
forum for the expression of various points of view on topics forum for the expression of various points of view on topics 
described in the programs or agendas for such meetings.described in the programs or agendas for such meetings.

Under no circumstances shall CAS seminars be used as a means Under no circumstances shall CAS seminars be used as a means 
for competing companies or firms to reach any understanding for competing companies or firms to reach any understanding ––
expressed or implied expressed or implied –– that restricts competition or in any way that restricts competition or in any way 
impairs the ability of members to exercise independent business impairs the ability of members to exercise independent business 
judgment regarding matters affecting competition.judgment regarding matters affecting competition.

It is the responsibility of all seminar participants to be awareIt is the responsibility of all seminar participants to be aware of of 
antitrust regulations, to prevent any written or verbal discussiantitrust regulations, to prevent any written or verbal discussions ons 
that appear to violate these laws, and to adhere in every respecthat appear to violate these laws, and to adhere in every respect t 
to the CAS antitrust compliance policy.to the CAS antitrust compliance policy.
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TCLTCL’’s Governance Ratingss Governance Ratings

MultiMulti--Dimensional model Dimensional model 
adapts to different ownership adapts to different ownership 
and corporate maturity models.and corporate maturity models.
By design not a measure of By design not a measure of 
‘‘Good GovernanceGood Governance””..
Consistently strong link to Consistently strong link to 
superior investment returns superior investment returns 
since launch in 2003.since launch in 2003.
Coverage universe includes the Coverage universe includes the 
Russell 3000 & TSX 60 indices.Russell 3000 & TSX 60 indices.
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Corporate Governance &Corporate Governance &
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Not implicated in all securities class actionNot implicated in all securities class action
cases, but nearly always involved in thosecases, but nearly always involved in those
cases that demand the largest settlements.cases that demand the largest settlements.

The SLRA Predictive ScaleThe SLRA Predictive Scale

3 3 –– 7 = Low Risk7 = Low Risk
8 8 –– 11 = Average Risk11 = Average Risk
12 12 –– 15 = High Risk15 = High Risk
16 16 –– 18 = Very High Risk18 = Very High Risk

SLRA OutcomesSLRA Outcomes



SLRA OutcomesSLRA Outcomes

The Very High Risk group The Very High Risk group 
comprised approximately 5.8%comprised approximately 5.8%
of the total coverage universe, but of the total coverage universe, but 
accounted for 18.3% of all new accounted for 18.3% of all new 
SCA filings.SCA filings.

The Low Risk group comprised The Low Risk group comprised 
approximately 23.3% of the full approximately 23.3% of the full 
coverage universe, but included coverage universe, but included 
just 8.1% of all new filings.just 8.1% of all new filings.

SLRA OutcomesSLRA Outcomes
2007 2007 -- 20092009

33--1818
RatingRating
ScaleScale

Based initially on TCLBased initially on TCL’’s s 
Corporate Governance Ratings.Corporate Governance Ratings.
Increased weight for problematic Increased weight for problematic 
annual compensation incentives.annual compensation incentives.
Takeover defenses reduced to Takeover defenses reduced to 
zero weight.zero weight.
Controlled companies reduced to Controlled companies reduced to 
nearnear--minimum value of 2.minimum value of 2.
Increased weight for greater Increased weight for greater 
institutional ownership.institutional ownership.
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Highest value assigned to highest Highest value assigned to highest 
risk industries, including most risk industries, including most 
financial services, pharmaceuticals, financial services, pharmaceuticals, 
and most hiand most hi--tech industries.tech industries.
Medium value assigned to remaining Medium value assigned to remaining 
financial services and hifinancial services and hi--tech tech 
industries.industries.
Lowest value assigned to remaining Lowest value assigned to remaining 
industries.industries.

Predictive Factors:Predictive Factors:
Industry RiskIndustry Risk
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OneOne
ClientClient
UsesUses
AsAs

MultiplierMultiplier

Based entirely on total trading Based entirely on total trading 
volume for previous 12 month volume for previous 12 month 
period; updated quarterly.period; updated quarterly.
Effectively lowers the SLRA Effectively lowers the SLRA 
rating for those companies rating for those companies 
where precipitous losses of a where precipitous losses of a 
size sufficient to trigger a size sufficient to trigger a 
securities claim are virtually securities claim are virtually 
impossible .impossible .

Predictive Factors:Predictive Factors:
Trading RiskTrading Risk

11--55
RatingRating
ScaleScale

Fully transparent at SLRA levelFully transparent at SLRA level
Historical ratings available for Historical ratings available for 
independent testingindependent testing
Updated weeklyUpdated weekly
Fully integrated with TCLFully integrated with TCL’’s s 
Board Analyst database, Board Analyst database, 
including full access to all including full access to all 
supporting data and documentssupporting data and documents
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For more information or to request For more information or to request 
a Board Analyst / SLRA trial,a Board Analyst / SLRA trial,

visit our website at:visit our website at:

www.thecorporatelibrary.com www.thecorporatelibrary.com 


